
nissan navara

hi-performance intercooler kit 
Imagine where extra power could take you. Boost the performance of your 

Nissan Navara with PWR’s race-winning expertise and knowledge. PWR’s 

step-by-step installation instructions, followed by a tune, will increase 

engine torque and fuel economy.

This complete intercooler relocation kit features 

improved air flow over the factory standard 

intercooler for improved engine performance. Its’ 

raised position prevents the core from damage 

during off-road use. 

To prevent the expansion of the hoses under boost, 

PWR’s kit features mandrel bent, aluminium piping, 

matched with PWR’s signature CNC-machined 

ribbed outlets and high quality 5 ply silicone hose. 

Designed and manufactured in Australia by PWR. 

Order yours today!

119kW

477
NAVARA INTERCOOLER KIT

PWR – USED BY THE WORLD’S WINNING TEAMS

       Formula 1 - NASCAR - V8 Supercar



PWR’s intercooler and pipe kit is 
engineered to increase power and 
fuel economy in your Navara.  
With the PWR kit we have seen an 
increased intercooler core face area of 
93.87% resulting in an additional 64.79% 
of volume. PWR’s 68mm square face 
extruded tube core is a high flow design 
providing less pressure drop across the 
core from inlet to outlet.
To prevent the expansion of the hoses 
under boost, PWR kits feature mandrel-
bent, hard aluminium piping, matched 
with PWR’s signature CNC-machined 
ribbed outlets and high quality 5 ply 
silicone. PWR use premium stainless 
steel constant tension Murray clamps    
to prevent the hose blowing off. 
When combined with a chip tune, PWR 
has seen torque figures of 477Nm 
achieved and 119KW at the wheels. 
That’s a 19% increase in KW and a 
22% increase in torque. 

So order your kit now! 
Call us on  (07) 5547 1600 for details.

looking for more torque from your nissan navara?
So you’re looking to go off-road with your Navara but worried about the intercooler being 
damaged in the factory mounting position? PWR have you covered with the new intercooler 
relocation kit to prevent the risk of damage to your intercooler. This kit includes aluminium 
mandrel bent pipework and silicone hose to suit.

custom cooling

PWR can provide you with 
the ultimate cooling package 
for any type of performance 
application. 

From Formula 1 to V8 
Supercars, PWR can 
manufacture a cooling package 
to suit. 
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PWR INTERCOOLER + TUNING
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22% MORE TORQUE
WHEN TUNED

93.87% 
INCREASE OF CORE OEM FACE AREA

WITH TUNE

POWER

INCREASE

E X T R U D E D   
HI-FLOW TUBE

FOR REDUCED 

PRESSURE DROP &

INCREASED EFFICIENCY

 STANDARD FINISH: POLISHED ALUMINIUM. COATED BLACK IS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA.

RIBBED BILLET 
OUTLET
PREVENTS HOSE 
BLOW-OFF.
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